Corners for 3-Sided Acoustic Privacy Screen

ACU069

Package Contents

- Corners (qty 2, left & right)
- Long H-Channel (qty 2)
- Short H-Channel (qty 2)

to be used in conjunction with

Acoustic Privacy Panel Mounting Hardware (ACU062)
UPLIFT Acoustic Privacy Panels

Step 1
Attach the rear Acoustic Privacy Panel per the instructions provided with the ACU062 mounting hardware. Center the long panel on the back of the desktop and secure in place with the panel mounting hardware.

It is important that this panel is centered.

Step 2
Attach one side panel loosely, and slide towards the front of the desk as far as it will go.

Step 3
Press the Long H-Channel connectors onto the side-edges of the rear privacy panel ensuring they are centered between the top and bottom of the panel.
Repeat the process for pressing the Short H-Channels onto the side-edge of both side privacy panels.

Step 4
Prepare both the Corners by bending them inward at each groove as shown to form the panels into a curved shape.
This process will make the Corners more pliable and help in the next steps when they are attached to the back and side panels.
Step 5
With the vertical grooves in the panel facing away from the desktop, press the long edge of the Corner into the Long H-Channel on the back privacy panel. Position the corner so that the small rectangular cut out in the Corner sits on top of the corner of the desktop.

Step 6
Slide the side privacy panel back and insert the short side of the Corner insert into the Short H-Channel. Then press the side privacy panel against the desktop and secure the mounting hardware clamps.

Repeat all steps on the other side of the desk to connect the second Corner to the back privacy panel and the other side privacy panel.